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Careers @ 
 Alec Reed Academy 

 

Your life you choose. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Name:  _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Form: ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Future Career: 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Steps you will take to reach the goal:  

1__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Name:_______________________ 

 

Date of Birth: _______________________ 

 

Which colour do you like: _______________________ 

 

What hand do you write with: _______________________ 

Hobbies: _______________________ 

What are your interests?  

1. _______________________ 

2. _______________________ 

3. _______________________ 

   

Skills: Example: Swimming level,Karate: brown/black belt. 

1. _______________________ 

2. _______________________ 

3. _______________________ 

What is your favourite subjects:  

1. _______________________ 

2. _______________________ 

3. _______________________ 

What do you want to be when you grow up?  

1. _______________________ 

2. _______________________ 

3. _______________________ 

4. What is your dream CAREER and why? 

______________________________________________ 
 

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 
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What options would you like to choose in yr 9 and why? 

  

Career choices 

Key points to think about; 

 Choose something that interest you 

 What are your values? (E.g. If you value money and 

financial success, you'll need a job that pays well.) 

 What are your personality traits? (Your personality is 

also important to consider when deciding on a career. For 

example, are you an extrovert (someone who enjoys and 

thrives on talking and being around people) or an 

introvert (someone who generally prefers a quieter 

environment and needs some 'alone time' to thrive)) 

 What skills do you have? 

 What are your talents and strengths? 

 What education or training do you need? 

 Are there jobs available? 

 What are your salary needs? 

 Where do you want to live? 

 What do I enjoy the most at school? 

 Are there opportunities for advancement? 

 

The four steps to choosing a career are: 

 know yourself 

 explore your options 

 make a decision 

 Take action. 

 


